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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 

24,3 (1983) 

CONTINUITY OF CHARACTERS IN PRODUCTS OF ALGEBRAS 
Angel R. LAROTONDA, Ignacio M. ZALDUENDO 

Abstract; A topological m-convex algebra A over the com
plex field is called functionally continuous if every charac
ter of A is continuous. In this note we prove: a product of a 
family Ai (ie I) of functionally continuous algebras is func
tionally continuous if and only if the cardinal of the set I 
is non measurable. 

Key words: Topological algebras, character, functionally 
continuous, non measurable cardinals. 

Classification: Primary 16A80, 46H05 

Secondary 03E55 

§ 1. One of the automatic continuity problems is to find 

conditions on a topological m-convex algebra, A, which ensure 

that every character h: A —v C is continuous. Such an algebra 

is called functionally continuous. It is well known that Ban-

ach algebras are functionally continuous, whereas the same pro

blem for Frechet algebras remains unsolved. 

In this note we are concerned with the stability of the 

property of functional continuity by products. In other words, 

given a family (Ai)i€j of functionally continuous algebras, is 

the product algebra functionally continuous? We prove that this 

problem is related with the existence of measurable cardinals. 

More precisely, the product algebra is functionally continuous 

if and only if the cardinal of the set I is non-measurable. 
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Throughout, ( A i ) i € j will denote a family of algebras over 

the field of complex numbers, € , and A » TKA^iiel). 

p.;A —> Aj. will be the projection mappings, and we will write 

pj(x) » Xj., and x « (^)±^r» We do not suppose the Aj to be 

unitary, but when they are, e^ will denote the idempotent ele

ment of A defined by e.̂  • ( ̂ 34)4 fi i§ where d^. is Kroneeker's 

delta. A character is a non-zero algebra homomorphism h from 

the algebra to the complex numb era. Note that when the algebra 

is unitary, h(1) - 1. 

5 2. We will prove now that every character h of A factors 

through some A- (there is a character y> of A^ such that h • 

• op ) if and only if the cardinal of I is non-measurable. We 
*Pk 

will need the following lemma. 

1s If the cardinal of I is that of the continuum, e-

very character of A factors through some Afc. 

Proofs Let hsA—y C be a character, and tsl—*» C - {0} 

a bijeotion. We ouppooe first that all the Ai are unitary. 

The element x • (t(i)) i € l of A is invertible, 00 that 

h(x)#0. Hence there i0 a unique kc I for which t(k) « h(x). 

Let y • x(1-ek)-h(x).1.y i0 al0O invertible, becau0e, 

e t(i) - t(k), if i+k 
y i * I -t(l), if i - k. 

If h(e-J were zero, we would have a contradiction, for then 

h(y) - h(x) (1-h(ek))-h(x)-h(x)-h(x) « 0. Therefore h(e k)+0| 

in fact, h(e^) » 1, because e^ is idempotent. Then h factors 

through A^, because Ker ft* k is contained in Ker h: if jb^a) » 0, 

h(a) » MaJ^ht^) - h(a.ek) • h(0) - 0. 
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If the Aj, are not unitary, we may consider TT (A.tie I) 

as a bilateral ideal of TT { At:icr$ where At is obtained by 

adjoining a unit to Aj, and apply Theorem C.l of £ 2 . ] . 

We shall also need the following: 

Lemma 2% If the cardinal of I is lesser than, or equal 

to that of the continuum, then every character of A factors 

through some A,. 

Proof: Consider a disjoint union J • I u l so that the 

cardinal of J is the cardinal of the continuum, and Aj • C 

for all i £ I'. Then A may be identified with a bilateral ide

al of TT(A.:j6J), and we apply once again Theorem C.1 of II23, 

and Lemma 1 • 

We recall now that a cardinal oC is said to be measurab

le if there is a set I whose cardinal is oc , and a ^-addi

tive measure fo defined on the 0-algebra of all subsets of 

I verifying: 

i) For all Jc I, ft (J) is either 0 or 1. 

ii) For all i€l, <a(«£i?) » 0. 

iii) ^i(I) = 1; in other words, (X is non-trivial. 

Obviously, all numerable cardinals are non-measurable. 

In fact, all known cardinals are non-measurable, but we will 

only use this in the case of the cardinal of the continuum. 

(See 133.) 

We are now ready to prove: 

Theorem 1: Let I be a set. Then the following are equi

valent. 

a) The cardinal of I is non-measurable. 
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Pi(.j) - { 

b) For every family U^m ot algebras, every character of 

the product A -»TT{ A^siC I\ factors through some A^. 

Proof: a) --*̂  b). Let h be a character of A. As in Lem

ma 1, we may suppose all A* to be unitary, and it will be en

ough to see that h(ek) - 1 for some kcl. 

If JCI, let ej denote the idempotent element of A such 

that 

1, if i6J 

0t if i*J. 

For all Jc If h(ej) is either 0 or 1, so we may define 

(U,:P(I)-*- *0,1$, ^(J) - h(ej) 

(i is non-trivial, for (Ct(I) » h(1) » 1. <u- is readily seen 

to be finitely additive: if J-n J~ -» 0 , ej and ej are or

thogonal idempotents, so <".(Ji) and (U(J2^ cannot both be 1. 

To prove that p , is tf-additive, let (J n) n €u
 De a sequence 

of disjoint subsets of I. We must consider two cases: 

First, if some J has measure 1, it is the only element 

in the sequence of measure 1, for if the same were true for 

<*(Jmw Jn> " h ( eJ vJ > * h ( eJ + eJ } " h(eJ } + h ( eJ } - 2» m n m n m n 

absurd. 

Hence, 12:^(U Jn)2 (*(Jm) = 1 » Jf p^r? • so V* is S" 

additive in this case. 

On the other hand, if <tt(Jn) • 0 for all n, we must pro

ve that (A( ) « 0 where J « J^ Jn« If not, {*(J) « k(«j) - 1, 

so that h factors through Aj -TTVA^ic J?« But 

AT -TTA T , where Aj - TTiA^ie J 3 . 
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By Lemma 2, h finally factors through some AT , so there 
n 

is an ntN for which h(ej ) « p^n) « 1, a contradiction. 

Since the cardinal of I is non-measurable, the measure 

cannot be zero on the singleton {i> for all i€ I. Therefore 

there is a kc I such that (i({kj) » b(e^) • 1. 

b) --* a). Let (-t:P(I) ~ T M 0 , 1 I be a non-trivial measure. 

We will prove that ^i(4k$) « 1 for some k€l. Every character 

h, of A a C factors through C(h(x) * X^ for some kcl, and 

all xeA). 

Let M * ^xeA: <«.(x~1(0)) • 1>. M is an ideal of A: 

0*M, for ft, is non-trivial. 

If xcM and ycM, then x+y€M, because 

fiCx^COuy-^O)) +<a(x-1(0)ny-1(0)) - ft(x"1(0))+(ei.(y-
1(0)) 

so that t̂ (x (0)) A y" (0))) a 1, and therefore 

ft((x+y)-1(0))) - 1, because x"*1 (0)n y"1(0)c (x+y)"1 (0). 

If xcM, and acA, axe M: 

1 -(u(x""
1(0)6fc((ax)"

1(0))^ 1, because x*1(0)c (ax)"1(0). 

M has codimension one. To prove this we will see that all 

x 6 A may be written as 

(*) x » y + A • 1, where y e M, and A 6 C . 

Let V:P(C ) -* 40,li, v(s) « (fct(x'"
1(s)). V is then a 

non-trivial 3-additive measure, but the cardinal of the con

tinuum is non-measurable, so v H A i ) « 1, for some A c <£ * 

How write y*x-A.1. Then ycM, because 

<u((x -ai)~1(0)) - ^ H A D ) -v(IA}) - 1, which 

proves ( # ) • 

h:A—> C defined by h(x) « A if x « y +A.1 (ycM, 

A e C ) , is a character, so h(x) =- Xj.., for some kel f and all 
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x€ A. Therefore x - ^v*1* * *or ^ ^ X € A . Then x « e^, we ha-

T I ^ - U M , so that fiOfkJ) «fi((«k--1)"
1(0)) - 1. The car

dinal of I is therefore non-measurable. 

S 3* How, if the algebras considered are topological al

gebras, we apply Theorem 1 to obtain immediately the following: 

Theorem 2i Let I be a set. Then the following are equi

valents 

a) The cardinal of I is non-measurable. 

b) Every product A • THA^siclj of functionally conti

nuous algebras is functionally continuous* 

Note that when the cardinal of I is non-measurable, Theo

rem 2 says that every maximal ideal of codimension one of A is 

closed, but this does not mean that every maximal ideal is clo

sed (as in the case of Banaoh algebras). For example any maxi

mal ideal of the product C containing the direct sum C* ' 

is necessarily dense, and therefore not closed, but of infini

te co dimension. Actually, in Theorem 2, the algebras need not 

be topological algebras (that is, with continuous sum and pro

ducts)! algebras with topologies making all characters conti

nuous will do* 
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